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Management Committee Elected March 2018

Rosemary Watson
Michael Nicol
Winston Rose
Marcia Watson
Charlie Wilson-Banton
Cleveland Thompson
Vacant
Clinton Davis
Paula Edwards

Chair:
Vice Chair:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Trustee:
Trustee:
Trustee:
Co-opt:
Parent representative:

School Pledge
We the chidren of today learn from the children of yesterday to teach the children of tomorrow.
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Chairs Report
We have had another very busy school year with a mixture of successes and failures to celebrate.
As I watch the school trying to grow and move from strength to strength, I feel immensely proud to
be the Chairperson of such a brilliant organisation called Shiefton. Looking back and reflecting on
how the years are flying past and the changes that have taken place. Whether this be small to large
changes and improvements, Shiefton continues its struggles.
I would like to share some of my thoughts with you. For those of you who have been supporting us
for several years, you will know just how much has changed at Shiefton whilst your children have
been here. For our newer parents, you may be interested to know the history of Shiefton. Whichever
way you choose to learn, speak to our wonderful team.
As you are aware, education has changed enormously. Over recent years, more and more initiatives
from the government has put pressure on teaching to results and an expectation that our children do
more and achieve more, rather than giving young children the opportunity to experience an exciting
and enjoyable road into learning.
I think we have tried to and continue to do an amazing job. Whilst at the same time, apply our own
quiet determination to encourage your child/ren to have fun and develop curiosity across a small
curriculum. This is down to all staff & volunteers who all have your children’s best interests at
heart.
We have a very dedicated team of parents who support the school in so many different and wonderful ways. Their time, energy and passion for Shiefton do not go unnoticed and the Management
Committee, staff and I are truly grateful.
As we continue to support our children, parents and the community on the right paths of their
educational journey, our teachers have continued to work tirelessly to improve the quality of education on offer. We have great expertise and experiences that is such an honour to share. We believe
strongly, in learning from others and learning for all.
Over the next year we will look at driving forward key focuses. We will ensure our children will
have access to a curriculum that enables them to make links with their community. Teachers will
continue to support children in improving their knowledge, demonstrating a deeper understanding
of subject content to sequence learning.
We will be immersing children in language rich activities and environments, introducing new and
subject specific vocabulary to challenge and deepen learning. Every opportunity will be explored to
encourage the use of new and exciting words.
The love of books and reading will continue to be a focus for us. We hope by further extending children’s reading choices we will support children to deepen their understanding of books and therefore, support their comprehension skills and vocabulary.
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Chairs Report continued
I have seen Shiefton’s budget getting smaller and smaller over the years due to an austerity government who have made it more difficult for community groups to stay afloat in a healthy position.
The next few years for Shiefton will be financially challenging. The Management Committee & our
staffing team will need to pay close attention to our budget, especially where the number of children
who enroll is concerned. Over the last four/five years, the supplementary school has been running at
a loss. In by so doing, we are having to continually dip into our reserves.
Despite this financial challenge we face year on year, I am pleased to acknowledge the support given by our long standing parents who continue to bring their children to us. We all recognise that we
desperately need more children to attend so that the fees collected pays for the running of the school
priorities.
We now need to ensure our budget:
•
resources are being utilised efficiently
•
the school is achieving best value for money
•
supports the priorities in our Development Plan
•
expenditure is in line with planned budget
•
shows opportunities for additional income generation are proactively considered and implemented
•
there are sufficient reserves to cover contingency and risk
In ending, I would like to remind everyone that we will face and continue to face an uphill struggle.
We now find we can no longer do this by ourselves. We need your help, advice and input in laying a
fresh foundation for Shiefton to continue to build a home. The Shiefton family needs you.!
R Angella Watson
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Black Studies Report
African Studies
Two years ago when we started the school year, we couldn’t have imagined that in little over a year’s
time we would be in the midst of a global pandemic and that the Black Lives Matter movement would
be propelled to global prominence following the tragic killing of George Floyd in America at the hands
of the police.
For our African Studies class we had taken two themes as the focus for our programme. The parables
of the Anansi stories and the study of two significant personalities in history that bridged the African
and Caribbean experience.
The Anansi stories were carried to the Caribbean by the Africans who were enslaved by Europeans.
These stories came from the West African culture and used as parables to hold on to values from their
homes and maintain a spirit of resistance in the dark days. These parables highlighted the cunning spider outwitting its supposed superior opponents. Ms Dawes worked with the children on the particular
stories of Anansi and the Cricket Match and Anansi and the snake. Parables are timeless treasures of
our culture that contain deep truths about the way we used to live and that remains as applicable today
for our children.
The two personalities we studied started their lives on opposite sides of the Atlantic Ocean but would
play significant roles in Jamaican and world history. Nanny of the Maroons was an Asante woman,
from present day Ghana, who was captured and brought to Jamaica to be enslaved. She however
escaped and joined a Maroon group and becoming a leader that successfully resisted recapture and provided a safe haven for any escaped slaves. Marcus Mosiah Garvey was born in Jamaica and through
his writings, oratory and organisational skills would go on to build a global movement of millions of
Africans throughout the diaspora. He formed the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA)
with the focus of returning black people in the diaspora to Africa.
These topics were chosen not as obscure parts of our history but to highlight the link and similarities
between the African and Caribbean cultures. It is important for our black daughters to have examples
of strong, brave female leadership in the service of our community and for our black sons to not only
dream of being the Black Panther of a fictional Wakanda but of being articulate, literate leaders with
a force and organisational skills to start global movements. This is history, the stories that start from
the womb where we all begin our journeys. Much like Anansi we must be wise when dealing with our
oppressors.
Much gratitude to the children for their curiosity and enthusiasm. They helped us view the world differently through the eyes of potential. Much gratitude to Ms Sheona Dawes and Mr Robert Morgan for
their contribution to the village.
Michael Nichol
African Studies Coordinator
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Windrush – Pre GCSE Maths Group
Shiefton Supplementary School – Mathematics Windrush Group
Report for Academic Year September 2018-2019
The 2018-2019 class comprised 6 Year 11 students who sat their GCSEs in June 2019, 1 year 10
student and 2 year 9 students. The ability range of the students was quite wide and their attitude to
learning also varied significantly.
It was also agreed soon after the term began that it would be in the interest of the students (particularly
those studying for their GCSE) that the maths and English sessions would be on a week basis, instead
of alternating 3 weeks block). This was implemented in January 2019.
In terms of the weekly routines for the lessons, a 10 minute starter task was set at the beginning of
the lesson. This was differentiated (difficulty level targeted individually to challenge the students) and
the students were required to complete the task without the use of a calculator. The starter task would
comprise 20 questions, would comprise 10 different topics (2 questions per topic) and was designed
to stimulate memory recall. The teacher would then go through the answers with each student. Each
week a different set of topics would be used. This was highly effective in refreshing the students on
prior learning.
In addition to the starter task, the year 11 students were also given past papers to work through.
This was done as it has been found that high success rates in maths correlates with frequent working
through past papers.
The rest of the class were given individualised tasks to improve any deficiencies that were highlighted
in their initial assessments.
Each student sat an end of year assessment in July 1919 and were provided with reports on their expected GSCE grades and their attitude to learning.
Although details of attainment of the year 11 students are not available, the end of year assessment
showed that all the students made excellent progress throughout the academic year.
Teaching mathematics to a mix ability and mix age group of students is not an easy task, but the
results showed that all the students benefited greatly from the experience of attending the classes and
being exposed to the Shiefton culture.
I enjoyed teaching the students and look forward to continue teaching existing students, but also any
new cohorts in the academic year 2019-2020
Tony Palmer
Teacher of Mathematics
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Windrush English Report
Pre-GCSE & GCSE English Report 2019
This group of students comprised of children in Year 9 to Year 11 inclusive, a happy and receptive
group who were willing to go the extra mile to achieve high grades (expected GCSE levels for the year
11s range from 3 to 7 inclusive).
With the nature of the group and the wide range of abilities we have focussed on improving the potential grades each child could achieve at the end of the academic year at Shiefton and Mainstream School.
Therefore during the year we have focussed on;
Reading especially inference, what does the author imply without actually stating it in written form
Sentence structure – clauses, grammar, tenses and a variety of sentence types
Punctuation – to impact and influence meaning
Writing and composing - well structured paragraphs
How to ensure exam questions are answered correctly.
Talk Partners were also used a lot to develop our speaking and listening skills and becoming critical
friends – positive feedback from peers and teachers.
Marking was live, completed with the children present as this allowed for instant feedback and misconceptions and misunderstandings to be rectified instantly.
Lessons followed the format of teach, practice, apply and review and developing well structured responses.
Each child was assessed at the beginning and end of the year and improvements were achieved by all.
On completion of the GCSE exams in June the results have been a great success with five of the seven
students achieving the expected levels and two of those surpassing. A very rewarding and successful
year, with all its challenges our children tutors and support staff can be very proud.
WELL DONE TO ALL OUR CHILDREN.
They can gain comfort from our school motto which is voiced at the end of the session each week during focus;
‘WE THE CHILDREN OF TODAY, LEARN FROM THE CHILDREN OF YESTERDAY TO TEACH
THE CHILDREN OF TOMORRW.’
Patricia Hamilton
English Tutor & English Coordinator
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ENGLISH – 2018 - 2019
The theme across the year has been Comprehension, Creativity, Improving Handwriting and
Grammar Structures.
Again, another productive and eventful year has been enjoyed by all at the school since the last
academic year. Children have attended classes generally on a regular basis.
Comprehension – Studying texts / Reading a chosen book and responding to set / free questions,
giving their own opinions.
Creativity – Creating stories, poems, raps.
Grammar Structures – highlighting and encouraging students to animate their writing.
Improving Handwriting – All written tasks were also underlined by encouraging students to
work on general presentation and making their work as legible as possible.
Confidence Building – All classes were also underlined with building student’s individual confidence through class debates, persuasion exercises, giving their personal opinions on set tasks / a
book read.
The children have been encouraged to use the following strategies:
Think It – Think about their sentences and what they intend to write
Can I make it better?
Speak It – Talk about it to a partner/ adult. Does it make sense? Can it
be reworked? Hearing it allows the children to spot mistakes
quicker.
Write It – Record it in the requested format/genre. Will I meet the success criteria?
Read It – Proof read it to self-correct and make appropriate adjustments.
I must take this opportunity to state that it is very challenging teaching classes with such a vast
age and ability range – from Year 1 to Year 8 youngsters. This is due to vast drop in student
numbers. In addition, I request that if there are any willing and able volunteers in our community who can offer their services on a Saturday morning please come and join us, especially to
listen to children reading. We will welcome you with open arms and you will be giving to the
youngsters of our community. After all our school motto is “We the children of today, learn from
the children of yesterday, to teach the children of tomorrow”. Let us continue to strive to attain
this goal.
In conclusion, staff and students can rightly be justified in the achievements and exceptional
high standards attained and maintained since and during the past year.
Cecile Lettman Dunkley
French Coordinator
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Shiefton Karate Club Annual Report
Introduction
Welcome to the annual review of the Shiefton Karate Club 2018/19. In this report we will
review the the karate cubs activitie and highight the achievements of its members. The karate
club now only opens at the Forest Fields Community Centre on a Monday evening.
Over the last 12 months we have attracted one new member to the club that lives within a
15 minute traveling time of the venue. Advertising required to promote the club to the local
community. Karate training promotes physical and mental benefits that range from more
confidence and a heightened sense of well being to improved performance and school and at a
professional level. Karate training also promotes courage and inspiration as students raise their
aspirations to achieve the next level in their journey to the coveted black belt.
Children and adults also enjoy the group interaction as they learn together but each at their
own pace.
Achievements
0n 10th December the following students were successful in their grading assessments.
Ziyan Soor Lewis 8th Kyu pass.
0n 16th August the following students were successful in their grading assessments.
Pharrell D’Alessandro 9th Kyu pass.
Aaron D’Alessandro 8th Kyu pass.
Shakeel Muhammad 7th Kyu pass.
Karimah Muhammad 7th Kyu pass
Jason Smith 5th Kyu pass
Maxine Smith 5th Kyu pass
Iman Muhamammad 4th Kyu pass
Winston Rose
Karate Coordinator
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Treasurers Report
This has been a a very difficult year for Shiefton but we are optimistic, despite the presence of risk
and uncertainty in the UK youth club funding market. The changing funding environment for youth
organisations in the UK continues to offer both opportunities and challenges. A major challenge for
Shiefton is to address the short fall in funding from the Nottingham City Council.
Income
Our income for the year is £8,905.22 This income is mainly from grants, donations, enrolment fees
and income generated through fundraising activities.
Grants, donations and enrolment are a significant part of our total income. We received grants and
donations totalling £3,283.60. This income is a little over half of the income we received last year.
Due to the strength and commitment of our staff and volunteers we have been able to continue our
work with the Supplementary school and provide a family self-defence activity despite the fall in
income.

Expenditure
Our expenditure for the year was £8,660.17. A significant part of this expenditure was for staffing costs (tutors and volunteers expenses) which came to £4,304.00 for the year.
Other significant costs include rent(£750); telephone (£1,248.61); insurance (£641.44) and independent exam fees (£720). Full details of both income and expenditure can be found in the Profit
and Loss section of the annual review.
When we compare our total income to our total expenditure, we have a surplus of £245.05.
I would like to thank the management team and volunteers for their hard work and commitment
to Shiefton.
We thank all our supporters to whom we are deeply grateful. Every donation is valued and is
sincerely appreciated.
Thank you also to Community Accounting Plus (CA Plus) for carrying out the independent
examination of the accounts.
I recommend that the accounts are accepted and submitted to the Charity Commission.
Winston Rose
Honorary Treasurer
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Shiefton Youth & Community Enterprise
Receipts & payments account
for the year ended 31 March 2019
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
April 2018 - March 2019
Income							TOTAL
Bank Interest 						
30.48
Enrolment Fees 					
4,302.50
Fundraising						 1,134.71
Grants & Donations 					
3,283.60
Subscription & Entrance Fees 			
133.00
Sundry Income 					
20.93
Total Income 						£8,905.22
Gross Income £8,905.22
Expenses
Activities, events & projects 				
328.60
Bookkeeping 						 72.00
Equipment, repairs & maintenance 			
31.98
Independent Examination Fee 			
720.00
Insurance						 641.44
Membership & Subscriptions 			
72.00
Payroll Service 					72.00
Postage						 32.84
Printing & Stationery					
106.70
Publicity & Advertising				
280.00
Rent 							750.00
Telephone and Internet 				1,248.61
Tutors, Volunteers Fees & Expenses 			
4,304.00
Total Expenses 					£8,660.17
ORGANISATION OPERATING PROFIT £245.05
NET PROFIT £245.05
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General information

Shiefton Youth & Community Enterprise
Presents

Shiefton Karate Club
Community Activity

We have the finest tutors that provide a first class activity so our
children learn from the best at the best value.
We strive to beat the wasted potential of our children.
Learn from experts. Enrol Now!
Karatedo is the way to self perfection
through the practice of techniques of emptiness.
Karatedo practice begins and ends with courtesy.
Preparatory exercises are performed at all classes.

Venue: Forest Fields Community Centre

Monday & Fridays: 7pm - 8pm
Ask for

Winston (Master grade instructor)
Telephone (Answering machine)

0115 942 0202

One free introductory sessions!
Juniors: £2.00 per session.
Seniors: £3.00 per session

Forest Fields Community Centre
Sturton Street
Nottingham
NG7 6HU
Rose Designs
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General information

Shiefton Youth & Community Enterprise
Presents

Shiefton Supplementary School
Community Activity
We work hard to supplement the role of mainstream schools in
teaching the core subjects of English, Maths, African Studies &
French.
We strive to beat the wasted potential of our children.
Learn from experts. Enrol Now!
All black children should attend supplementary schools
“Academia today does not prepare black children to succeed, because it
doesn’t encourage them into the mindset of self-sufficiency and setting up
their own business and gaining wealth. It is not interested in the advancement of the black community.”
The Voice Newspaper 2013

Venue: Forest Fields Community Centre

Saturday Mornings 10am - 12:30pm
Ask for
Angella or Michael
Telephone (Answering machine)

0115 942 0202

Cost £175 per year & Pre GCSE £225 per year
Payments can now be made by instalments.
All tutors are checked by the Disclosure & Barring Service
Forest Fields Community Centre
Sturton Street
Nottingham
NG7 6HU
Rose Designs
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Supplementary School Bookings now being taken for 2019/2020
Shiefton website: www.shiefton.com
Find us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter

Shiefton Volunteering
Volunteers play an important role at Shiefton. We rely totally on the good will of our volunteers. They
help us to ensure that the children and youth that use our services receive the support and services they
need. By giving your time, you could be one of our much needed volunteers. It is not essential to have
personal experience of Shiefton, just the desire to help.
To find out more about the ways you can give your time and support to make a difference you can
contact Shiefton by writing a letter to us at the address below or by leaving a voicemail message on
0115 942 0202. If you would prefer to visit us then call in on a Saturday morning at the Forest Fields
community centre between 10am - 12:30pm.
A member of the management team is also available at the Forest Fields community centre on a
Monday and Friday between 7pm - 8:30pm.
Alternatively you can approach a known Shiefton member or volunteer and they will guide you to a
member of the management team.
Becoming a Shiefton volunteer can be a rewarding way to reach out to people in your community.
Plus you may be just what we are looking for!

Shiefton Youth & Community Enterprise would like to take this opportunity to thank
the following organisations for their support.
CA Plus
Nottingham City Council
Local City Councillors

Shiefton Youth & Community Enterprise
c/o Hyson Green Community Centre
37A Gregory Boulevard, Nottingham NG7 6BE
Tel: 0115 942 0202
Charity No. 1051447

December 2020
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